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General aspects  

 

 Corruption has its origins in ancient times and the various historical stages through which 

mankind has gone marked, nevertheless, a gradual proliferation up to the stage in which it was 

defined as a phenomen. The 'corruption phenomenon' is, unfortunately, an expression widely 

resorted to, not only a scientific literature concept.  

 From a historical perspective it has been considered that the notion of corruption originates 

in the distinction Aristotle made between political Constitutions which are 'correct' or 'just' as they 

represent the common interest and those which are 'unjust' or 'perversions of the correct forms' as 

they only take into consideration the personal interest of those edicting them. Aristotle considered 

that the 'genuine purpose of the political community is that each and every member ends by living a 

good life'. [1]  

 The famous mot d'esprit of Lord Acton (British historian from the XIXth century), 

frequently quoted as an aphorism, remains a reference for the analysis of the sources of 

corruption: 'Power tends to corrupt; absolute power corrupts absolutely', originating in his belief in 

the 'correctness of consciousness as standard of judgment of all persons in positions of authority'. 

[2]   

 Corruption represents thus a global phenomenon, there is, as a result hereof, a wide range of 

definitions of this concept, going for instance from the definition provided by the American 

politologist Samuel Huntington – 'the behaviour of public   officials who deviate from accepted 

norms in order to serve private goals' [3] to the more adequate one from a normative perspective 

provided in article 2 of the Civil Covention on corruption: 'corruption consists in requiring, 

offering, giving or accepting, in a direct or indirect manner, an illicit commission or another undue 

benefit or the promise of such an undue benefit affecting the normal exercise of a function or the 

behaviour imposed to the beneficiary of the illicit commission or undue benefit or of the promise of 

such an undue benefit'.  

 As a research theme, 'corruption' provides multiple possibilities, it can be analysed based on 

a historical, sociological, political, philosophical or other aproach but also especially from a legal 

perspective.   

 Of all the abovementioned possibilities, the normative approach, respectively the analysis of 

the offences the lawmaker undertook to define for the purpose of the prevention, discovery and 

sanction of corruption acts represents our choice for the research we have undertaken based on the 

fact that incrimination has remained the main instrument used to keep under control the 

phenomenon we are analysing.  
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Research objectives  

 

The main objective was established at the very moment of the selection of the research 

theme, namely the analysis, in the same framework, of corruption offences, stipulated under art. 

289-292 of the Romanian Criminal Law (with the provisions of art. 254 -art. 256 of the 1969 

Romanian Criminal Law as equivalent), as well of the offences associated with corruption, 

stipulated under art. 10-132 of Law 78/2000 on the prevention, discovery and sanction of corruption 

offences.  

 The reason for such an approach is to be found in the almost non-existing scientific 

literature, at that moment as well as currently, unfortunately, focused on both vast subthemes of 

corruption, most authors prefers to walk the already treaded path of  corruption offences, avoiding 

hereby an extended, in-depth analysis of offences the lawmaker has 'assimilated to corruption 

offences'.  

 Researching such a theme has thus proven to be a choice not only challenging but especially 

providing a wide range of identified but not yet researched issues, resulting either from a deficient 

regulating of incrimination, and we refer here especially to offences  assimilated to corruption, or 

from a non-unified jurisprudence interpretation, a result of the same blurry legislation. The absence 

of solid doctrine, able to provide support to practitioners so that they identify optim solutions and, 

especially, to create a unified practice, plays a role herein as mentioned hereinbefore.  

 With regard to the approach, we believe that our thesis fulfills at the same time the ''novelty'' 

requirement imposed on such an extensive research.  

 To the 'novelty' adds the 'originality' element consisting, in our opinion, in the fact that most 

identified issues generating interpretation-related controversions in the field of corruption-

assimilated offences are not based on diverging or converging doctrine views but rather result from 

the assessment of the manner in which such situations have been handled in judicial practice. 

Starting from judicial judgments an argument can be provided to sustain a point of view while the 

opinion, once out and reaching the interested parties, launches in fact an invitation to express as 

many points of view as possible on the topic.  

 The fact that judicial practice represented the main source of inspiration in identifying many 

of the issues perceived as non-unified views of the Courts allowed us to reach another planned 

objective, respectively the updated jurisprudence of the Courts of Appeal and of the High Court of 

Cassation and Justice (while referring as well to the previous jurisprudence) in the field of 

corruption offences as well as corruption-associated offences, providing thus the practitioner or the 

interested parties a current 'radiography' of  the way in which the Romanian judiciary enforces the 
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legal provisions in this field by making use, where possible, of examples provided by the foreign 

jurisprudence.  

 With regard to corruption offences we have focused, throughout our analysis, on bringing to 

light the differences between the older and the new regulations, as well as the way in which these 

aspects have been approached in doctrine and jurisprudence on one hand and, on the other hand, we 

have attempted to identify those controversy-generating issues either still not discussed in doctrine 

or jurisprudence or superficially researched so far, which account for the remaining negative 

obstructions in the way of the development of a unified jurisprudence.  

 Launching a debate on the theme of corruption offences, but especially a debate regarding 

the corruption-assimilated offences (a yet insufficiently explored doctrine field) represents an 

objective in itself, in the perspective of the publishing of the current research project.  

 Fulfilling the abovementioned objectives stands, at at the same time, for reaching other 

specific goals, such as:  

  - the analysis of the offences was especially conceived to englobe corruption 

offences as well as corruption-assimilated offences by means of observing the ab initio scheduled 

coordinates (focusing on revealing essential aspects with regard to the active subject, the material 

element and the form of guilt), providing nevertheless the possibility to complete the analysis of 

these elements with general or common aspects, grouped in distinct sections, as well as with the 

presentation of the manner in which the jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court reflects the issues 

raised by these offences;  

 - exploiting the relevant national doctrine resources and a number of judicial judgments in 

order to provide an as complete as possible illustration of the issues subject to doctrine 

controversies while presenting the views expressed and the judicial practice solutions supporting 

them;  

 - establishing the elements belonging to both offence categories, respectively: a) offences 

committed either during the exercise of tasks, duties regarding the public or private official status of 

the offender, or regarding the manner in which these tasks are being fulfilled; b) passive corruption 

offences, as well as corruption-assimilated offences, committed with the purpose of gaining sums of 

money or other undue advantages for oneself or or another person, directly or by means of an 

intermediary;   

 - rendering visibile the main distinction between passive corruption offences and corruption-

assimilated offences, respectively expressing, in the case of the first category, the material element 

by means of the same three alternate means (requesting, receiving or accepting sums of money or 

other undue benefits), while the corruption-assimilated offences make use of a wide range of means 

to commit them, limited by action or inaction in direct relation to the nature of the position, task or 
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duty of the public or private official.  

 

Thesis structure  

 The thesis begins with an 'Introduction' chapter, in which are being analysed a numer of 

aspects regarding the concept of 'corruption' as well as other issues regarding the scheduled 

objectives, the used methods and so on, which we will further analyse.  

 The thesis body, resulting from the research undertaken, is structured into two sections: the 

first section discusses corruption offences while the second one focuses on corruption-assimilated 

offences. Each thesis section consists of two titles organised in a number of chapters, each chapter 

being analysing one of the offences specific to the respective title.  

  Practical requirements limited the detailed presentation of the offences to three elements, 

already mentioned hereinbefore, namely: aspects regarding the active subject of the offence, aspects 

focusing on the material element and aspects defining the act as an offence based upon the form of 

guilt.  

 This restriction was determined, as stated, by practical considerations: on one hand, the high 

number of offences subject to analysis would have resulted in highly increased thesis dimensions, 

an unnecessary effect since many aspects would have been repeated almost identically for each and 

every corruption offence and, on the other hand, because the topic of corruption offences and 

corruption-assimilated offences focuses on these three elements subject to analysis.  

 However, in order for the selected approach not to ignore issues not falling under the three 

directions we propose but which present a certain interest for our research, on one hand and, on the 

other hand, given our wish for the thesis to provide an exhaustive analysis of the content of the 

offences we discuss, we have found it both necessary and appropriate to present, in the introduction 

to each section, certain general aspects and some aspects shared by the presented offences, be they 

corruption offences or corruption-assimilated offences.  

 The general aspects refer to the manner in which the respective section of the thesis is being 

structured, the issue to be analysed within the framework of the respective offences, as well as other 

aspects on the approach in the given section.  

 Within the analysis of the common features we will present elements of offences that may be 

discussed in a similar manner for each of them, such as the legal or material object (in fact its 

absence), the active subject (solely from the perspective of the public or private official status, the 

actual analysis is to be found in the chapters on the offences indicated in the respective title), the 

moment when the offence is being committed and so on. In these subsections we will study any 

other aspects with a different solution in practice or an opposed approach in doctrine, either as 

result of a misunderstanding of legal provisions or following a point of view that can complete the 
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law.  

 Our main objective has been, anyhow, to identify as many issues as possible, we have even 

advanced solutions hereto, some resulting from the persuasive motivation of certain judicial 

judgments, solutions which we agreed to, others for being presented in a unified manner by both 

doctrine and jurisprudence (but solely with regard to corruption offences), many of them, however, 

represent the result of our own logical reasoning allowing to reach one single conclusion (when 

possible).  

 In concreto, the following situations are to be found among the structural elements of the 

thesis, presented hereinbefore in general terms:  

 a. The introduction begins with the presentation of aspects referring to the globalised 

corruption phenomenon, of the position of personalities or institutions connected to the proliferation 

of this phenomenon and, at the same time, bringing forth some of the sources of its proliferation as 

well as the consequences generated by corruption once settled within an entity or a State.  

 In another subsection of the introduction we will find a short analysis of the main 

international mechanisms and instruments regarding corruption, we mention here the UN 

Convention on corruption [4], the Council of Europe's Criminal Law Convention [5] and the 

Council of Europe's Civil Law Convention on Corruption [6]. The focus on the framework of these 

international instruments is meant to establish the fact that the respective conventions stipulate a 

minimum standard of regulation of corruption offences, compulsory for the signing States, on one 

hand, to show, in the meantime, that fighting corruption occurs through international institutions as 

well as through any State authority with competences in the respective field, from lawmaking 

authorities to executive authorities and, last but not least, through the judiciary since the manner in 

which the judiciary enforces the law represents one of the strongest instruments capable of 

achieving the goal of fighting or at least limiting the extent of the corruption phenomenon.  

 We also returned to the provisions of these Conventions for the discussion on the definition 

of the concepts of 'public official' and 'private official', analysis present in the introduction to the 

first section of the thesis, reaching the conclusion that the meaning of these concepts is almost 

identical to the concepts of public or private agent used in the already mentioned international 

documents.  

 We have reserved space, within this section, for the definition of the concept of 'corruption' 

from multiple perspectives and prepared a subsection on the main  classifications of the types of 

corruption present in the doctrine.  

 To us, given the objectives we set, the classification of corruption into active and passive on 

one hand and, on the other hand, into corruption in the public sector and corruption in the private 

sector presented interest.  
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 Based on this last classification, the offences corresponding to the two types of corruption 

have been analysed in national legislations and the approach within the framework of the provisions 

of the abovementioned international legal instruments occurs along the same lines, respectively 

active versus passive corruption.  

 If the definition provided by the provisions of art. 2 of the Civil Law Convention on 

corruption, indicated hereinbefore, covers both 'faces' of the phenomenon, we find the distinction 

between the two forms of corruption explained clearly under the provisions of the Criminal Law 

Convention on corruption, Convention establishing, under art. 2, under the title 'Active corruption of 

national public agents', that it consists in 'proposing, offering or giving, directly or indirectly', with 

intention, 'any undue benefit to one of its public agents, meant for him/her or for another person, so 

that he/she fulfills or refrains from fulfilling an action while performing his/her duties'. The 

provisions under art. 3 define the 'Passive Corruption of national public agents', indicating that this 

consists in 'the action of one of its public agents [respectively belonging to one of the signing 

States] to request or receive, directly or indirectly, any undue benefit for himself/herself or for 

another person or to accept the offer or promise with the purpose to fulfill or refrain from fulfilling 

an action while performing his/her duties' [7].  

 Based on the corroborating analysis of the mentioned provisions can be drawn the 

conclusion that the public or private official (the equivalent in international law being 'public agent' 

or 'private agent') constitutes a qualified direct active subject (author) only in case of passive 

corruption offences, while in the case of the offences pertaining to the field of active corruption the 

active subject status can be held by any person, including a public official, under the reserve of the 

fulfilment of the requirements regarding criminal liability.  

 Finally, the introduction also contains references to the research objectives and the thesis 

structure, presented hereinbefore and, at the same time, the methods we made use of in order to 

achieve these objectives, respectively:  

 a. the deductive method – used to draw conclusions regarding the solution reached following 

the analysis of a controversial legal issue or o a legal issue not explored in doctrine and 

jurisprudence;  

 b. the inductive method – used to identify certain general rules (aspects) or rules (aspects) 

common to some offences;  

 c. the hermeneutic method – used to explain legal situations based on a wide range of 

interpretation patterns (grammatical, historical, logical-systematic, teleological);   

 d. the comparative method – used to establish common features and distinctions between 

corruption offences (for instance between bribe taking and influence peddling) or those assimilated 

hereto;  
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 e. the historical method – used at the same time to define the concept of corruption as well 

as especially to present the evolution of the regulation of corruption offences or corruption-

assimilated offences.  

 b. The first section of the thesis focuses, as mentioned hereinbefore, on researching 

corruption offences. They are regulated in a standard version by the provisions of art. 289-292 of 

the Criminal Law when the offences are committed by public officials or in connection hereto; a 

mitigated version corresponding to the offences committed by the persons indicated under the 

provisions of art. 308 of the Criminal Law (the so-called private officials), as well as the aggravated 

version solely for the offences of bribe taking and influence peddling committed by certain 

categories of public officials, version stipulated under art. 7 of Law nr. 78/2000 on the prevention, 

discovery and sanction of corruption offences.  

 This first section of the thesis is divided, at its turn, into two titles, extensively discussed in 

two chapters each.  

 The first title refers to passive corruption offences and the two chapters it is constituted of 

correspond to the two offences falling under this category: bribe taking, respectively influence 

peddling.  

 The second title analyses active corruption offences, bribe giving and influence buying, to 

be extensively treated in the two chapters part of the respective title.  

 Grouping the offences in the indicated manner and the analysis based on the type of 

corruption they fall under is somehow atypical in relation to the manner in which they are usually 

being discussed in legal studies, even in relation to the incrimination succession in the Criminal 

Law, where the hierarchy criterion appears to be the correlativity principle: 'bribe taking – bribe 

giving', respectively 'influence trafficking – influence buying'.  

 We considered, however, the chosen approach more suitable for it allows a better definition 

of the distinction between the two major types of corruption, passive and active, in other words 

between the one who 'claims, receives or accepts the promise of sums of money or of other undue 

benefits' in order to perform his/her professional duties or in order to influence the performing of 

professional duties in a certain manner on one hand and the one who 'promises, offers or gives sums 

of money or other undue benefits' to the official from whom he/she expects a favourable attitude 

regarding the manner of performing one's professional duties on the other hand.  

 In the second place, being already grouped as mentioned, we could analyse more efficiently 

the issues relating to the material element of the offence, including by means of comparisons taking 

into consideration the fact that verbum regens is the same for passive corruption offences (claiming, 

receiving or accepting the promise of sums of money or other benefits) and active corruption 

offences (promising, offering or giving sums of money or other benefits).  
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 There are, of course, other reasons for which this classification of corruption offences 

presents advantages for an efficient analysis (such as the existence of non-sanction causes in case of 

active corruption or the possibility, in certain cases, to refund the sums of money or the goods 

offered as bribery or for buying influence) but these themes are not part of the object of research, 

we shall therefore not dwell hereupon.  

 The main preoccupation for developing these three analysis directions was based upon the 

identification and development, via comments, of certain aspects discussed to a lesser extent by the 

doctrine or of aspects still subject to controversies, in order to show the novelty of the thesis as well 

as to be able to advance practical solutions to the situations presented.  

  As intended, we have indicated as well in this introductory section a number of aspects not 

to be further developed in the framework of the concrete analysis of the four corruption ofences, 

either because they are relevant for raising legal issues connected to the three elements on which the 

detailed analysis focused (for instance, the necessity to relate, in certain situations, to notions such 

as 'special legal object' or the moment of 'commission of the offence' or because they are suitable 

for a general approach, common to all ofences, so that there is no need to repeat certai naspects but 

concentrate upon the specificities of each incrimination (falls under this category a general 

presentation of the public or private official status, an analysis of the possibilities that the legal 

entity can be active subject of passive corruption offences, as well as the concluding argument that 

corruption offences can be committed both with direct and eventual intent).  

 The research undertaken regarding the active or passive corruption offences demonstrated 

that doctrine and jurisprudence are rather unified in the case of the first  offence category we 

analysed (or at least that delimited majority views are visible) as far as the solutions adopted in 

response to the issues relating to these offences are concerned, which explains the coherence of 

judicial practice. Of course, depending upon the concrete situation, new interpretation issues can be 

identified at any moment, however, generally speaking, the aspects with a non-unified interpretation 

can be easily identified. As resulting from the study undertaken, there is no consensus, as far as 

corruption offences are concerned, with regard to:  

 - establishing the status of some of the persons taking bribe or in relation whereof other 

corruption offences are being committed as belonging to one of the categories stipulated under art. 

175 paragraph (1) or art. 175 paragraph (2) of the Criminal Code on one hand or art. 308 of the 

Criminal Code on the other hand, most of the times requiring the intervention of the highest court to 

provide a solution to the respective issue;   

 - establishing the  legal qualification of the offence committed by the intermediary in 

relation to those committed by the persons acting either on behalf of the bribe-taker and bribe-giver 

or for the influence trafficking person and the influence buyer;  
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 - establishing the participation and even the criminal liability of the intermediary   when 

his/her intervention results in actions of determination and/or complicity to a specific manner of the 

corruption offences (usually upon giving-receiving the goods), committed after the moment of 

commission of the corruption offence by means of an alternative modality by the author;  

 - establishing the aptitude of the legal entity to be the author of the bribe-taking  offence or 

of the aggravated version of influence trafficking;  

 - establishing the form of guilt in committing corruption offences, both with direct intent and 

with eventual intent and so on.  

 For each of the indicated issues we advanced as well solutions, waiting to see if they are 

going to be put into practice.  

 c. The second section of the thesis analyses the corruption-assimilated offences stipulated 

under art. 10-132 of Law nr. 78/2000 on the prevention, discovery and sanction of corruption 

offences [8] and constitutes, as previously mentioned, the main novelty and originality element our 

thesis brings into the doctrine field related to these offences.  

 Our research has not limited itself, as is the case of other works on this topic, to a schematic 

analysis of the respective incrimination, solely indicating, in the incriminating text, the typical 

elements of the offence, since such an approach would not have allowed the identification of the 

various issues resulted from ambiguous regulation, sometimes deficient, regulation having led, in 

practice, and not just a few times, to solutions totally opposed in similar cases. On the contrary, we 

attempted, based on the chosen approach, to analyse the content of these offences, considering that, 

once visible, the issues having generated or currently generating a non-unified practice could find in 

the end a suitable solution.  

 We realised that each and every of the offences stipulated under art. 10-13 of Law nr. 

78/2000 presents a number of possible ways in which it can be committed, which allowed us to 

analyse them either as offences with alternative content (for instance the offence stipulated under 

art. 11) or as offences with alternative contents (those regulated by the provisions of art. 10-1 a)-c) 

illustrating this situation). At the same time, in addition to the generic status of public official the 

author of this offence must have, he must also fall under  one of the categories of persons of the 

persons stipulated under art. 1 of Law nr. 78/2000 or to have a second status required by the 

offence-regulating text, such as being privy to undisclosable information.   

 The direct active subject must also usually fulfill other conditions in order to qualify for 

committing, as author, one of the offences stipulated by the special law, however most of the 

requirements relate to the material dimension of these offences. The non-fulfilment of one of the 

imposed conditions will result in the absence of the typical elements of the offence stipulated in the 

special law, the conditions for another offence can however be met (for instance the simple abuse of 
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office offence, stipulated under art. 297 of the Criminal Code).  

 Among these requirements we find the committing of the acts 'with the purpose of acquiring 

sums of money or other benefits' (element qualifying these offences as 'corruption-assimilated 

offences'). Should such a requirement not be met, the conditions for the act to be subject to inquiry 

or result in criminal liability are not fulfilled.  

 The jurisprudence on this topic is, generally speaking, rather non-unified, as it results from 

the research undertaken and this situation is also caused by the fact that some of the conditions 

related to the material element, for instance, are being defined by the civil law or former trade law 

(such as the concept of 'real commercial value' brought forth by art. 10 of Law nr. 78/2000 or the 

notions of trade operations, commercial transactions and so on, to be found under the provisions of 

art. 10-12 and so on), legislation undergoing perpetual changes.  

 It is hard to predict how long it will take for these offences to reach a unified interpretation. 

Following the study we undertook, we are of opinion that this would be almost impossible in the 

absence of a firm lawmaking intervention on the text of the offences regulated by special law. Most 

of them have practically been edicted based upon a law, the Commercial Code, currently abrogated 

and the terms used for some of the offences have no civil law equivalent after civil law replace 

commercial law. Even if there are norms establishing such equivalents (analysed in detail in the 

introductory part of this second section of the thesis), jurisprudence did not englobe them. However, 

the existence of such provisions was put to use by the Constitutional Court a number of times for 

the rejection of exceptions of unconstitutionality regarding these very issues.  

 The decisions of the Constitutional Court, which we referred to repeatedly during the 

research practically 'confirm' the accuracy of the regulations, while the analysed jurisprudence and 

the issues resulting from the analysis of the text of some of the offences demonstrate the opposite.  

 We remark, however, that the lawmaker has recently had a first initiative to correct some of 

the controversial issues jurisprudence referred to, many times on opposite terms. We refer to the 

definition of the notions of 'financial operations' and 'financial operations as commercial acts', 

definitions included in art. 12 of Law nr. 78/2000 via Law nr. 160/2019 [9].  

 Before taking over these provisions, jurisprudence had reached impas, conviction or 

acquittal judgments in similar situations were frequently encountered.  

 We shall wait to see if the meaning given to these notions will unify legal practice or will 

give birth to new controversies.  

 This second section is further divided into two chapters, as is the case with the first section 

of the thesis.  

 The first title focuses on corruption-assimilated offences regulated exclusively by special 

law, with no equivalent in the Criminal Code (they have no marginal denomination either). The 
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offences regulated by the provisions of art. 10-13 of Law nr. 78/2000 fall under this category, 

offences to be found, with a slightly different content, in the initial version of of the law and that we 

also called, for this very reason, corruption-assimilated offences.  

 Unlike them, blackmail, stipulated under art. 131, abuse of office and the unlawful 

impersonation of a person/an authority, stipulated under art. 132 of Law nr. 78/2000, to be analysed 

in the second title of the second section were later and successively included in the special law. 

They represent aggravated versions and, at the same time, special versions of equivalent offences in 

the Criminal Code. However, they also present certain specificities, blackmail can be committed, in 

given circumstances, even by a person who does not qualify and abuse of office, the only offence of 

the corruption-assimilated offences for which the law indicates the possibility to commit it in 

mitigating version, by the persons listed under art. 308 of the Criminal Code.  

 Among the issues having generated or capable of generating controversies, associated to the 

content of the corruption-assimilated offences we mention as follows:  

 - information asymmetry between the provisions of art. 5 paragraph (2) and the successive 

modifications of Law nr. 78/2000 with regard to englobing blackmail offences, stipulated under art. 

131, as well as abuse of office, stipulated under art. 132 (regulated nevertheless under section 3 of 

the special law), in order to present a complete framework of the corruption-assimilated offences;  

 - the omission, by the lawmaker, to harmonise the provisions of Law nr. 78/2000 and those 

of art. 308 of the Criminal Code regarding the incidence of mitigating versions of some of the 

corruption-assimilated offences, when the offences are being committed by private officials, 

possibility resulting from the analysis of the provisions of art. 1 of Law nr. 78/2000, which indicates 

the categories of persons qualifying for the status of author of the offences regulated by the law;  

 - the omission, by the lawmaker, to correlate the provisions of art. 1 g) solely referring to 

other physical entities as potential active subjects of the offences regulated by the special law, with 

verbum regens of some of the corruption-assimilated offences allowing these to be also committed 

by the legal entity;  

 - the omission, by the lawmaker, to define, in Law nr. 78/2000, certain terms or notions 

present in the constitutive content of the offence, in order to avoid contradictory interpretations (the 

Commercial Code on which the regulation was based was abrogated and the terms used 'in 

compensation' by the New Civil Code do not always seem suitable for incrimination content), such 

as: 'commercial operations', 'commercial transactions' or 'financial transactions', especially that a 

first step was already taken in this direction by defining the concepts 'financial operations' or 

'financial operations as commercial acts';  

 - inaccurate drawing-up of the provisions of art. 11, whereunder the purpose of acquiring 

money or other benefits is indicated as an objective dimension element and in a phrasing rendering 
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it almost impossible to prove, unlike the other offences, where the purpose is related especially to 

the subjective dimension;  

 - inaccurate regulating of the same legal text allowing for confusion between the performed 

duty and the action defining the material element;  

 - inaccurate regulating of art. 12 a) with regard to the establishing of the conditions for the 

active subject or the material element and so on.   

  As a result hereof, the objective of discussing, within the framework of the same project, 

both corruption offences and corruption-assimilated offences, with its originality based upon a 

dominantly practical approach, is completed with aspects regarding the identification of issues 

resulting from an inaccurate manner of drawing up some incriminations, leading to a non-unified 

jurisprudence, issues for the solving of which we advanced legislation modification proposals.  

 We can say, at the end of our research, that the general obejctive was achieved. By 

identifying the issues, advacing solutions, including lege ferenda, with regard to the manner of 

regulating corruption offences and corruption-assimilated offences, we dare hope that the present 

project becomes a useful guide for practitioners, as well as for those interested in developing the 

doctrine, especially in the field of corruption-assimilated offences and who can find a starting point 

to support arguments for and against the advanced solutions, being known that debating a problem 

offers more opportunities to reach the right solution when being analysed from a multilateral 

perspective.  
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